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Disclaimer 
GoBoba, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts 

and any apps (“GoBoba”) as presented in this conceptual paper is not an licensed, 

unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. 
Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is intended 

only as a basic reference, without any active or legal meaning of the same terms in a 

regulated and/or financial environment. GoBoba is a dencentralized and community 

driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, manages, 

directors or other figures or entities exerting any form of governance.  

 

The GoBoba smart contracts are open source, security audited, permanent and 

nonmodifiable in any way. The GoBoba token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions 

and it isn’t and cannot be considered as a “security” or otherwise regulated token of 

any kind. GoBoba is not in any way e-money and/or fiat, or an asset backed stablecoin, 

whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a 

contractual agreement of any kind, it isn’t an invitation, a solicitation or an offer to 

invest in GoBoba or acquire or use GoBoba tokens in any way and with any expectation 

of profit therefrom. 
 

 Any user of GoBoba declares to have received appropriate technical, administrative, 

regulatory and legal advice before and a after accessing and/or reading this whitepaper 

or the website, and/or using any portion or element of GoBoba (including the GoBoba 

token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in 

accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, token, 

platform, software or interface, including GoBoba, and further acknowledges with this 

disclaimer for any claim of any kind against any community member directly or 

indirectly involved with GoBoba, for any damage suffered, including total loss. GoBoba 

makes a credit card interface available on its website exclusively for the convenience of 

the users. The Company is not a payment processor of any kind, and has no control 

over credit card processing. Use at your own risk. 
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Introduction 
Market Background 

The blockchain is an incorruptible digital ledger of economic transactions that 

can be programmed to record not just financial transactions but virtually 

everything of value. Financial and technology industries alike are combining 

wonderfully, giving rise to the birth of blockchain outside of its normal working 

conditions. Blockchain is a distributed digital ledger designed to power and 

back cryptocurrencies. 

Cryptocurrencies have been the top performing asset class over the last decade 

with its total market capitalization growing from around $1.7 Billion in 2013 to 

where it stands now at $ 1.7 Trillion. Recent months have witnessed global 

institutional investors – pension, hedge and endowment funds, which historically 

invest in diverse asset classes including stocks, commodities and real estate – 
invest in cryptocurrencies to diversify their investment portfolios and spread 

their risk. 
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What is GoBoba? 

About us 

GoBoba is a Decentralized currency and Search Engine for Boba Tea Shops 

around the world. 

Search nearby Boba tea shops, receive better results and get rewarded with 

the GoBobaCoin decentralized search engine, powered by blockchain 

technology. $Goboba is looking to fully revolutionize the decentralized world. 

and we are real life utility coin, in future we rent and sell boba shops in 

Metaverse. 

GoBoba is looking to fully revolutionize the decentralized world. We have put 

together a team behind the GoBoba project to build better technology than 

what is currently available today. We are more than just a DeFi token, we are 

the future of Defi / Decentralization and Cryptocurrency. 

Goals 

We believe that by accelerating the transition to adopting cryptocurrency, we 

can help people globally to: 

Real BobaTea Bussiness 

The goal of GoBoba is to make investments for holders profitable by 

searching BobaSearch Engine get rewards.  

More Ways to Earn 

With the income of the BobaTea sale and NFT collection, regular buybacks of 

GoBoba tokens will take place, which will increase the price and make the 

investment for each holder more attractive. 

Protect their identity 

No central entity can compromise your identity.  
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GoBoba Ecosystem 

Team 

The development team, was big fans of Binance and BobaTea, 

has a wide background of blockchain technology and 

eCommerce business, and they contribute their skills and 

experience to link-up crypto and real BobaTea business. 

Locking period 

- Promo: Locked for 14 days. Reserved for future 

development.  

- Liquidity Pool Lock: Locked for 12 months.  

- Reserve for CZ: Locked for 6 months.   

( Remark: We hope CZ or his leadership team will take up as advisor on this project. 
Otherwise, we will  

Partnerships 

GoBoba is heavily focused on building partnerships with other 

crypto teams & BobaTea manufacturer to increase exposure of 

the GoBoba Brand. 

GoBoba also plans to collaborate with partner communities on 

CAN Art, NFTs,  

We trust that our real business will generate profit in next few 

months. Portion of profit will be reserved to buyback tokens 

to boost token price. 
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Exchanges 

GoBoba will be instantly listed on Pancakeswap after the presale. Along 

with pancakeswap, GoBoba will also be listing on a second exchange 

shortly. Our ultimate goal, GoBoba will be listing on Top 10 CEX and 

Binance. 

Why Invest in GoBoba 
Features of GoBoba 

Unmintable  

Auto buy back  

Anti-whale dump design  

Reasonable Locking period  

Regular buyback of business income 

HOLDer Advantages 

Vote on a range of options for future BobaTea   

(Types of BobaTeas, labels, ingredients, etc.)  

Purchase limited edition BobaTeas before the public  

Be entered into competitions to win BobaTea related products  

Receive discount codes for BobaTea & merch purchases  

Auto-reflection for holding GoBoba in your wallet 
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Bobanomics 

Token Allocation 

Buy Tax  Sell Tax  

Total Supply:500,000,000 



 

Road Map 

Phase 1: 
Deploy Smart Contract on Binance Smart Chain 

Release website v0.1 

Launch Social Media 

ICO on Presale  

Listing on Pancake Swap 

Apply for Coinsniper and Coinhunt 

Apply for CoinGecko 

Apply for CoinMarketCap 

Massive Digital Marketing & Airdrop 

Team Expansion 

Phase 2: 
Website v0.2 (with full working application) 

Listing on Centralized Exchange 

Partnerships with Regional BobaTea Enterprise 

Metawerse Implementation Planning  

GoBoba Payment system to accept in tea shops 

Buyback $GoBoba from business profit 

Phase 3: 
Expand business with other countries  

Listing on Top 10 Centralized Exchange 

Listing on BINANCE Exchange 

Onboarding Binance Smart Chain into $GoBoba ecosystem 

Top 100 CoinMarketCap   
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        www.GoBobaCoin.com 


